2013 AABP Quiz Bowl

North Division
- Match 1 8:00 AM
  - Team A vs. Team B
  - Team C vs. Team D
- Match 2 9:00 AM
  - Team E vs. Team F
  - Team G vs. Team H
- Match 3 10:00 AM
  - Team I vs. Team J
  - Team K vs. Team L
- Match 4 11:00 AM
  - Team M vs. Team N
  - Team O vs. Team P
- Match 5 12:00 PM
  - Team Q vs. Team R
  - Team S vs. Team T

South Division
- Match 5 1:00 PM
  - Team U vs. Team V
  - Team W vs. Team X
- Match 6 2:00 PM
  - Team Y vs. Team Z
  - Team AA vs. Team BB
- Match 7 3:00 PM
  - Team CC vs. Team DD
  - Team EE vs. Team FF
- Match 8 4:00 PM
  - Team GG vs. Team HH
  - Team II vs. Team JJ
- Match 9 5:00 PM
  - Team KK vs. Team LL
  - Team MM vs. Team NN

Championships
- 1:00 PM Match 10:
  - Team PP vs. Team QQ
- 2:00 PM Match 11:
  - Team RR vs. Team SS

Finalists
- North Finalist
- South Finalist

Champion
- Team TT

3:00 PM Match 12:
- Team TT vs. Team SS

Ties
- Team JJ vs. Team KK
- Team LL vs. Team MM
- Team NN vs. Team PP

Check the official AABP Quiz Bowl website for more information and updates.